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A few quick notes on Brazilian modernism:
In a 1986 essay by Haroldo de Campos & Maria Tal Wolff, cited below, a key issue is raised:

Let's start with Oswald de Andrade's "Manifesto da Poesia Pau-Brazil" (Brazil Wood
Manifesto) (1924)
Andrade cites Cendrars and the Italian futurists ... In dialog with the European avantgardes ....
& this remark is relevant to Williams (In the American Grain), once again the stress on the
vernacular:

and so to his later Cannibalism manifesto, preferred translation:
Anthropophagite Manifesto ("Manifesto Antropófago") (1928)
Also Leslie Bary's tr with full glosses (JSTOR)
& see also de Campos /Wolff 1986 essay on Anthropophagy (cited above): JSTOR

This manifesto is satiric, rejecting Brazilian insularity, that is based on a fear of dilution of one's
own culture as a result of premature export. In the "Brazil Wood" manifesto, Andrade
specifically and critically targets this view:
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In other words, the fear of exportation led to a archaic, highbrow academism, the "erudition" he
negatively sites in the quote above. But in the manifesto also plays on the import/export
influence/autonomy self/other dialectic through the image of exchange: self-creation by
canniablization, to create a new and uniquely Brazilian culture that could be exported, like
Brazil wood;
•But there came no crusaders. There came fugitives from a civilization we are eating up,
because we are as strong and as vengeful as the Tortoise.
•The struggle between what one might call Uncreated and the Creature – illustrated by
the permanent contradiction of man and his Taboo. Daily love and capitalist modus
vivendi. •Anthropophagy. Absorption of the sacred enemy. To turn him into totem. The
human adventure. The earthly finality. However, only the pure elites managed to realize
carnal anthropophagy, which carries inside the highest meaning of life and averts all the
ills identified by Freud, the ills of catechism. What happens is not a sublimation of sexual
instinct. It is the thermometric scale of anthropophagic instinct. Once carnal, it turns
elective and creates friendship. If affective, love. If speculative, science. It deviates, it
transfers itself. We reach vilification. The base anthropophagy merged into the sins of
catechism – envy, usury, calumny, murder. Plague of the so-called cultured and
Christianized nations, that is what we are acting against. Anthropophagi.

On the syllabus there are two statements on Brazilian poetry from 99 Poets/1999 by de
Campos and Bonvicino.

from De Campos:

and Bonvicino:
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But De Campos/Wolff make the point more fully in 1986 essay:
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